
  

 

Now Available, the Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones 700 UC Helps People 

Collaborate with Ease  

Unparalleled Audio and Connectivity Make the Ideal UC Experience a Reality 

 

FRAMINGHAM, Mass. — Sept. 22, 2020 — Bose Professional has announced their much anticipated Noise 

Cancelling Headphones 700 UC are now shipping in the U.S. and Latin America, and will also be available in Asia 

and Europe in September and October respectively. Certified for Microsoft Teams and compatible with both 

Zoom and Google Meet, the NCH 700 UC equip users for better collaboration in the workplace and beyond, 

whether in the office or remote and everywhere in between.  

 

The NCH 700 UC feature an adaptive eight-microphone proprietary system — with four of the mics dedicated to 

isolating the user’s voice, so they sound natural and clear — while the array actively hunts down and rejects 

noise so only the important details are heard. The 11 levels of noise cancellation let users personalize what is 

heard from the surrounding environment — from virtual silence to open and ambient. The included Bose USB 

Link Bluetooth® module provides a reliable connection to both your computer and mobile phone 

simultaneously, enabling you to quickly jump on calls with either device.  

 

“With approximately one-third of global knowledge workers working outside of the traditional office, we’re 

thrilled to deliver such a powerful, adaptive device that’s easy to use and works with a wide variety of cloud 

services, like Microsoft Teams, Zoom and Google Meet,” stated Martin Bodley, director and global head, Bose 

Work at Bose. “With Bose Work, we continue to deliver technology to support the way we work and where we 

work. The NCH 700 UC deliver the audio quality and connectivity so you can focus on what’s important.” 

 

Collaboration is about working together through technology, not being hindered by it. With the Bose Noise 

Cancelling Headphones 700 UC, you stay focused, minimize distraction, collaborate with confidence — wherever 

you are. 

 

For more information on the Noise Cancelling Headphones 700 UC, including where to buy, please visit 

PRO.BOSE.COM/NCH700UC.  

 

http://pro.bose.com/
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/products/conferencing/headphones/noise-cancelling-headphones-700-conferencing.html?mc=25_PR_UC_GM_00_00_700sPRAvailableENG
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Photo caption 1: Certified for Microsoft Teams and compatible with both Zoom and Google Meet, the Bose Noise 

Cancelling Headphones 700 UC equip you to collaborate with confidence anywhere. 
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Photo caption 2: The Bose NCH 700 UC adaptive microphones empower you to block out noise for increased 

concentration so you can get work done.  

 

Legal Disclaimer 

Bose, Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones and Bose Work are trademarks of Bose Corporation. The Bluetooth® word mark 
and logos are registered trademarks of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Bose Corporation is under license. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Voice and Unified Communications services may vary by 
country. 
 
About Bose Corporation 

Bose Professional is the division of Bose Corporation dedicated to pro audio ingenuity — including portable PA systems, 
conferencing solutions, and installed sound systems. The company’s spirit of invention and passion for excellence can be 
found all around the world. In workplaces, houses of worship, lecture halls, restaurants, retail stores, hotels, and more — 
for nearly 50 years — Bose Professional has partnered with working musicians, mobile DJs, AV integrators, system 
designers, installers, and consultants to build incredible audio experiences. 
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